New Resources from ITDP

Check out these and more for free at ITDP.org

The Compact City Scenario — Electrified
December 2021 (Global)
This report details why compact city planning and electrification policies implemented in tandem are the key to mitigating emissions from the urban transport sector.

International Casebook on Accessible Mobility Policy
August 2021 (China)
This guide and ‘playbook’ highlights best practices for making urban mobility and transport accessible and inclusive for all types of populations.

Access for All: Babies, Toddlers, and Their Caregivers
January 2022 (Global)
This report outlines how cities can function better for babies, toddlers, and caregivers by addressing their specific mobility needs.

Making The Economic Case for Cycling
June 2022 (Global)
This brief makes the economic case for cycling and demonstrates how investments in cycling infrastructure can unlock a number of economic and social benefits.

Achieving a Zero Emission Area in Los Angeles
April 2022 (US)
This planning guide explores opportunities for addressing urgent climate and equity issues through the creation of a zero-emission area in Los Angeles.

2021 Ciclociudades Ranking
August 2022 (Mexico)
This annual ranking recommends actions to inspire more cycling-friendly cities and includes two cities outside of Mexico for the first time.

A Cor da Mobilidade (The Color of Mobility)
April 2022 (Brazil)
This report covers findings from the A Cor da Mobilidade project and examines ways in which race and wealth affect Brazil’s transport systems.

Jakarta Wayfinding Guidelines
January 2022 (Indonesia)
This guide provides direction for aligning content and design in information systems and wayfinding across Jakarta’s public transport.